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Abstract

Metaphor Magic draws from symbolic modeling, systems theory, sandplay therapy, and Clean Language, and uses symbolic metaphors to support clients in coaching and coaching supervision. The Metaphor Magic Box contains small objects with which clients build and explore their metaphoric landscape in relation to a question, topic, or scenario. The coach or coaching supervisor facilitates a discovery-based process using direct, succinct, open-ended questions to support clients in unpacking and examining the content and context of their landscape. The underlying neuroscience and somatics of Metaphor Magic are offered, along with applications to different audiences and examples of transformational experiences of participants.
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Introduction

Metaphor is defined as “a figure of speech in which a word or phrase literally denoting one kind of object or idea is used in place of another to suggest a likeness or analogy between them” (Merriam-Webster, 2017). Metaphor is also defined as “a type of figurative language that alters the literal meanings of words or phrases” (Bowes and Katz, 2015, p. 1). Research indicates that the use of metaphor is common in conversation (Cameron, 2008; Glucksberg, 1989), and that metaphor provides a concise way of communicating complex information in a way that enhances, illuminates, clarifies, and/or explains concepts not easily understood with literal language (Ortony, 1975). Metaphors actively demonstrate our central ways of thinking, meaning-making, and taking action in the world (Tompkins and Lawley, 2006). They reflect our views of the world and offer a vehicle for the coach or coaching supervisor to understand clients, as well as a way in to self-understanding for clients.

The purpose of this article is to capture the essence of Metaphor Magic, which utilizes symbolic visual metaphors in coaching and coaching supervision. The theoretical underpinnings of Metaphor Magic are presented, along with an emerging model which combines the tool (the Metaphor Magic Box), the clients’ content, the process, and the magical intersection of these three, all working within the background of its energy field. In addition, an introduction to the neuroscience behind what makes exploring symbolic metaphors so powerful is offered, and some examples of the applications of Metaphor Magic are provided.
Theoretical foundations of Metaphor Magic

Metaphor Magic has multiple theoretical foundations, including symbolic modeling, systems theory, sandplay therapy, and Clean Language (Grove and Panzer, 1989; Lawley and Tompkins, 2004). Symbolic modelling (Tompkins and Lawley, 1997, page 1) is "a process for identifying how people represent their experience through metaphor and symbol", and its primary purpose is to facilitate a client's learning about themselves and their patterns through exploring their metaphors (Lawley and Tompkins, 2001). Metaphor Magic involves metaphoric modelling, a type of symbolic modeling that uses visual metaphors. The process invites the client to explore a question or topic of interest by constructing a metaphoric landscape with objects. This landscape of objects and the relationships among them provide the context for increasing clients' self-awareness and awareness of their existing systems. Clients have the opportunity to create new metaphors and landscapes for what they want moving forward, and to shift their stories (Brené Brown's work on the stories we tell ourselves – Brown, 2015). For clients, the process of creating and subsequently remodeling their metaphoric landscapes can facilitate problem-solving and/or be generative, such as developing new ways of being or taking action in the world (Tompkins and Lawley, 1997).

Systems theory is another foundational element of Metaphor Magic. It is a multidisciplinary field which studies "the abstract organization of phenomena, independent of their substance, type, or spatial or temporal scale of existence. It investigates both the principles common to all complex entities, and the… models which can be used to describe them” (Heylighen and Joslyn, 1992). It describes a system as comprised of four things: objects (the parts, elements, or variables within a system), attributes (properties or qualities of the variables in the system), internal relationships among the objects, and an environment in which the system exists (Bertalanffy, 1969). In Metaphor Magic, clients' systems are illustrated by the objects they choose, and the meaning they make of the objects and how the objects are placed on the mat in relation to each other within an environment (physical, social, cultural, etc.) and energetic field.

Sandplay therapy is defined as “hands on psychological work” which serves as an adjunct to talk therapy (Friedman and Mitchell, 2017). In sandplay therapy, clients use sand, water, and miniature objects (i.e., the elements of the client's system) to create concrete manifestations of their internal symbolic world (Friedman and Mitchell, 2017) and actively engage with the symbols of transformation (Dunn-Fierstein, 2017). The process allows for the emergence of the clients’ personal and archetypal symbols in a safe environment (the sandbox or tray) and supports clients in moving towards a sense of balance and wholeness (Friedman and Mitchell, 2017).

Finally, Clean Language is a therapeutic approach developed by David Grove (Grove and Panzer, 1989) in which the therapist uses a relatively limited set of concise, open-ended questions to facilitate "the client's process, ensuring that the client's meaning and resonance remain wholly intact, uncontaminated by the therapist's words. It opens the door to change" (Grove and Panzer, 1989, p. 1). Similarly, in Metaphor Magic, the questions posed by the coach or coaching supervisor are intentionally concise and open-ended, and powerful in that they help facilitate the client's process and meaning-making and reduce bias in the process by avoiding interjecting the coach or coaching supervisor's interpretations.

Description of Metaphor Magic

The first author learned about using small objects in a “sandbox” method (“sandplay therapy”: C. G. Jung Institute of Los Angeles, 2017; Dunn-Fierstein, 2017; Friedman and Mitchell, 2017) while completing her Coaching Supervision Diploma. Taken by the power of the symbolic metaphors used during the demonstration, she gathered a collection of approximately 21 small objects (such as toys) and began experimenting with using the box with coaching clients.
The tool

Over time, the box of objects (being bulky) was switched to a small tin box containing charm objects for greater portability, and the process became known as Metaphor Magic, and the tool, as the Metaphor Magic Box (Figure 1). The objects in the box represent the parts, elements, or variables within clients’ systems. The objects serve as visual metaphors or metaphoric representations of questions, topics, or scenarios on or around which clients wished to be coached or supervised, and the medium with which they model their metaphoric landscapes. A small felt mat is included in the box, on and off which clients place the objects they select and/or rearrange them in ways that represent their systems. The mat represents the context in which the client’s system exists and serves as a working space in which to add to or rearrange the model elements in the system. The client chooses which objects to bring onto the mat and which are left off the mat.

Figure 1. The Metaphor Magic Box

The process

The Metaphor Magic process involves clients’ symbolic modelling of their systems and their exploration of and reflection on them. The environments or contexts within which the clients’ systems operate are frequently illuminated in the process, which the coach facilitates. The general framework for the Metaphor Magic process follows this sequence:

- Contracting
- The content: Formulating the question and holding it energetically, and centering
- Symbolic modelling using the Metaphor Magic Box objects and mat
- Exploring the metaphoric landscape guided by open-ended questions
Seeing the system from different perspectives and remodeling it, if desired

Reflection
Closure

(Note: There are other ways to use this process, some of which are described later in this article.)

Contracting

More specifically, the initial phase of contracting for the Metaphor Magic Box session creates a safe space by establishing confidentiality and offering clients an invitation to further discuss anything that comes up after the session (coach’s ethical responsibility). Clients are provided with a general framework for how the session will proceed, i.e., that questions or prompts will be offered to guide the process of exploring and discovering more about their question/topic/scenario, and that clients will have an opportunity to journal or discuss their choices and meaning-making during and after the process. Because it is timely here, we’ll briefly discuss the content of Metaphor Magic and then expand the description of the process.

The content

As is true in coaching conversations, the content of Metaphor Magic is comprised of the question, topic, or scenario that clients wish to explore, and the objects they choose to represent them and aspects or elements of their systems. Clients choose as few or as many objects as they see fit, and the content belongs to them, as do the attributes that they assign to the objects. The content often represents a complex or ambiguous problem or scenario: complex in that it has many moving pieces and layers, yet there may be a clear goal or solution being sought; or ambiguous in that the challenge or scenario is constantly shifting, moving or evolving; and the goal or solution is not clear (Seale, 2016a).

Clients then introduce their question (or topic or scenario – using whatever language clients choose) into the space. Clients are then invited to breathe the question into their bodies (inviting somatic awareness, centering, groundedness), to choose objects to represent aspects of themselves (to attend to their perceptions and to self-model, as per Lawley and Tompkins, 2004) and the other elements of their question/topic/scenario, and to place them on their mats, the whole of which represents the clients’ “systems” (elements, attributes, relationships among elements, and context/ environment). The process emphasizes a discovery approach: letting the client explore what the objects and relationships among them have to tell them. Carl Jung wrote: “Often the hands know how to solve a riddle with which the intellect has wrestled in vain” (Friedman and Mitchell, 2017).

Questions/Prompts

Once the symbolic landscape is completed, the coach guides their clients’ exploration and supports them in building and interpreting their metaphoric landscape. The coach invites curiosity, taking care to use concise, open-ended questions and prompts, such as the samples below, and to not name the items before clients do.

- Talk about the link between the item you chose and how it represents you in the question/topic/scenario.
- Talk about the objects you chose to represent others/other elements to the question/topic/scenario.
- If you view your metaphoric landscape from 10,000 feet above (i.e., standing up and looking down on it) or from the balcony (viewing it from below or from the side), what do you notice?
- Is there anything about how you have placed the items on the mat? What is the relationship among the objects?
- What do your head, heart, and gut have to tell you about your question/topic/scenario?
- If you had the ideal state or scenario, what would it look like? Feel free to build it.
- What’s the opportunity between the current and the ideal state?
- What steps do you need to take to create your ideal state?
- What did you learn about your question/topic/scenario?
Other questions and prompts used in Metaphor Magic sessions have been drawn from Peter Hawkins’ 7-eyed coaching supervision model (Hawkins and Smith, 2013), Nancy Kline’s Time to Think (2013), and David Grove’s Clean Language (Lawley and Tompkins, 2000), as well as from the coach’s intuition. Some questions and prompts are intentionally included to invite the whole of the client’s intelligence online (e.g., breathe the question/topic/scenario into the body; what do your head, heart, and gut have to tell you?).

To encourage the client to go deeper and to support more discovery and learning, the coach can pose the question “What else?” iteratively over the course of the process. Nancy Kline says: “Even when people are sure there is nothing left in their weary brain, there nearly always is. Surprisingly the simple question, ‘What else do you think about this?’ can usually lead them straight to more, often good, ideas. In the presence of the question, the mind thinks again” (Kline, 2013, p. 39). This AWE (And What Else?) question “…has magical properties. With seemingly no effort, it creates more – more wisdom, more insights, more self-awareness, more possibilities – out of thin air” (Stanier, 2016, p. 58). “When you use ‘And what else?’ you’ll get more options and often better options. Better options lead to better decisions. Better decisions lead to greater success” (Stanier, 2016, p. 59). The coach’s iterative use of “What else” helps clients become aware of thoughts that they had not accessed before and uncover underlying or additional meanings to the metaphors they have generated. This reflection or “iterative reprocessing” is frequently observed in Metaphor Magic and other coaching approaches and provides the basis for the development of attentional control and executive function (cognitive flexibility, working memory, inhibitory control) (Zelazo, 2015).

When used in an individual coaching session, the questions and answers take the form of a conversation between the client and the coach. In a group or team coaching session, the questions or prompts can be offered in a facilitated conversation which explores a common metaphoric landscape, or the clients/supervisees can capture their reflections on and responses to the questions or prompts in writing or by journaling.

**Coaching presence and minimizing bias**

The coach’s presence plays an important role in keeping the focus on the client’s work, in part by holding silence and liminal space while the client is processing, so as not to interrupt the process. Eye contact from the facilitator/coach is not necessarily desired, except when the client completes processing and returns for the next question. In addition, the coach can attend to how the client is showing up, somatically (e.g., voice volume, tone, inflection, pace; posture; facial expressions; quality of movement; energy; etc.), and to what the client is doing with the objects (i.e., which objects are selected and in what order, in what ways and how frequently the client manipulates the objects, etc.) in order to reflect this information to the client for the purposes of inviting greater self-awareness and further discovery.

Although we want to minimize bias in order for clients to be immersed in their own processes, it is worth noting that bias is introduced by the nature of the objects in the box as well as the questions that the coach chooses to guide clients through the exercise. The coach wants to consider what will best serve the client in the moment. Bias can be minimized through the use of very open-ended and relatively concise and direct questions, refraining from naming the objects chosen, and ensuring that the boxes are randomly packed and chosen by the client. The coach also has a responsibility to maintain a neutral yet curious demeanor or presence during the session, by not adding any encouragement, cheerleading, or judgement into the space. This requires self-awareness and self-regulation in order to keep the process as one that is owned and directed by the client as much as possible.

**The magic**

Figure 2 illustrates an emerging model of Metaphor Magic and its components and an energetic field within which facilitator/coach and client work and they co-create that serves as the background and container for the Metaphor Magic process. In it, we see that in the intersection of the Tool, the client’s Content, and the Process, lies the Magic, which Voldtofte (2005) asserts has the power to transform. He states that, “The magic in the middle begins with a shift in awareness, from parts to relations between parts” and that it may
be found everywhere when we choose to pay attention to the relations among the parts (Voldtofte, 2005, p. 1). He explains that, “Magic in the middle is an emerging or arising phenomenon” and that “The word ‘magic’ indicates that we are not necessarily able to explain how the emergent emerges, but that we can ascertain that it happens” (Voldtofte, 2005, p. 1).

Figure 2. Model illustrating the nature and components of Metaphor Magic in coaching and coaching supervision.

Thus, there is an emergent quality about this process, in that new awareness or insight may arise unexpectedly in a fluid way. This might be seen as a reflection of systems theory, which posits that:

“…a system is an organized structure of mass and energy existing in a dimension of time and space. More than a collection of parts, once organized, the system has properties that are not present when the parts are separate” (Mental Health and Illness, 2017).

In this framework, the client’s system can be more easily seen and understood (i.e., from a 10,000-footview). The relationships among the array of objects chosen by the client form a “constellation” which serves as a relatively efficient and effective window through which the forces that affect the client’s work and social worlds are revealed. Thus, systemic constellations represented in the form of the client’s 3-D metaphoric landscape of objects make the client’s inner map more accessible. They allow clients to see and experience their questions/topics/scenarios and themselves in relation to them with greater clarity and potential answers or solutions may be revealed (Human Systems Institute, 2017). As Marcel Proust once wrote, “The real voyage of discovery consists, not in seeking new landscapes, but in having new eyes” (Proust, 1871-1922). Some clients like to take photos of what they have created to capture their metaphorical landscapes. The coach can invite this at one or more timepoints during the process, so that clients can revisit their landscapes and continue the process outside of the session.

Metaphor mapping with objects offers clients more control over the processes of exploration and discovery as well as their experiences by giving their question or topic form in external metaphorical space (Mote, 2004; Lawley, 2010). This is the proverbial “Subject to Object” move (Kegan, 1994) where the client goes from not being able to see something because it is Subject or part of the self, and sometimes being stuck in relation to the question or topic because of this, to the role of witnessing and being able to see, know, organize, reflect on, assimilate, and otherwise operate upon the question or topic (Kegan, 1994).

“We are a part of this mystery. Our eyeballs and eardrums, our voices and emotions, our delusion and awakening are woven together with, contained within, the mystery. We not only are witness to this mystery—we are the mystery looking at itself.” - Jack Kornfield

The Subject to Object move is a move to a more detached way of viewing and reflecting on a complex situation and its parts, and it provides clients with opportunities to access and engage the capacities of the neocortex. It allows for decontextualization of representations from the circumstances in which they were created (Zelazo and Lourenco, 2003). Thus, clients are well-positioned to find more organic and dynamic solutions and/or to see their questions/topics/scenarios with “new eyes” and experience them in new ways.
The energy field and somatics

Taking our discussion of seeing and experiencing a question/topic/scenario and system to another level, we look to the Hermetic Principles. Those that are most relevant are the Principle of Correspondence and the Principle of Vibration. The Principle of Correspondence states that:

"…in order to observe an object completely, we must look at it from all sides, …the same is true with life. … The situation has remained the same, but our perspective of it has changed. As we develop greater awareness, we can shift quickly between many perspectives and see the whole picture at once. The opportunity within the Principle of Correspondence is to develop our awareness so that we can see the many possibilities." (Seale, 2016b p. 108).

Further, the Principle of Correspondence also states that:

"…a passing thought will receive little energy, but if the thought develops and we give it attention, it begins to carry power. The more attention we give it, the more it begins to affect or shape our world and our relationship to it". (Seale, 2016b, p. 114).

And finally, The Principle of Vibration states that, “everything in the universe is made up of energy in vibration” (Seale, 2016b, p. 113). So, if we accept these principles, then creating and changing metaphors - meaning-making with the objects and their spatial relationships – is a form of shifting energy, and the Metaphor Magic process happens in an energetic field of which the coach needs to be aware. The coach and the client also bring energy to the process, and energy exists among the client, the coach, the question, the process, the objects and the wider system. And, answers to the question or solutions to the problem will emerge if the facilitator/coach “flows with” rather than “pushing” the client or the process. As a result, the process and the outcomes will unfold more organically for the client.

To be fully present, attentive to, and flow with the client in the Metaphor Magic process, the coach can be aware of the client’s somatics (e.g., facial expressions, posture, movements, gestures, and vocal volume, tone, pace, inflection, and emphasis) and felt bodily senses, and changing energy, all of which provide opportunities to ask deeper questions or prompts at the appropriate times and to give useful reflections during or after the process. Aquilina says that:

"…the body is the domain of learning. When we learn through the body, we go beyond our intellectual understanding or cognitive awareness, to being able to take new action with ease, repeatedly, even when under pressure. We also hold our dignity in our body." (Aquilina, 2016, p. 23).

There is an emerging belief that the body knows first in terms of felt sensations and ways of knowing (Coates, 2013; Gonzalez, 2017), and that we then impose our social construct of language (Dor, 2015) onto what is being felt, seen, or heard.

Another important part of the Metaphor Magic process is the client’s somatic involvement in the process by selecting, physically manipulating and feeling the objects. These actions along with standing and viewing the metaphoric landscape from different vantage points help create kinesthetic-neural connections that go beyond how the client is feeling emotionally about the situation (Dede Osborne, personal communication, September 15, 2017). The coach can further invite clients to utilize their whole-body intelligence in the Metaphor Magic process by inviting them to check in with their head, heart, and gut on one or more occasions throughout the process (Blake, Strozzi-Heckler, and Haines, 2016). Research shows that the body is a larger processor than the brain and this process invites a whole-body approach to learning and discovery. To the degree that clients are able to embody their results, the process will be more powerful. By being aware of the energetic and somatic facets of the Metaphor Magic process, the coach is able to facilitate deeper learning for their client by helping them access their internal metaphoric landscapes.
The neuroscience behind the magic

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has been used in a number of studies on the neural correlates of metaphor production and metaphor processing or comprehension (Rapp et al, 2004; Rapp et al. 2012; and Yang, 2014). Novel metaphor production engages both default neural networks and executive control networks (Beaty et al., 2017) and bilateral networks, or brain regions in both right and left hemispheres (Beaty et al., 2017; Benedek et al., 2014) as does metaphor processing (Bambini et al. 2011; Bohm et al., 2012; Schmidt and Seger, 2009). A meta-analysis by Rapp et al. (2012) of 28 non-literal language studies (including metaphor, idiom, and irony studies) indicated that a predominantly left lateralized network (i.e., ~68% of the activation foci were in the left hemisphere) is important in non-literal expression. However, novel metaphor processing appears to evoke more right hemispheric activity (Mashal et al., 2007; Yang, 2014), and significantly stronger activity than conventional metaphors (Mashal et al., 2007). In addition to novel/conventional metaphor distinctions, whether metaphors are familiar or unfamiliar and easy or difficult to understand also influence neural recruitment during metaphor processing (Schmidt and Seger, 2009). In addition to current understanding of the brain’s structures and functions (Boundless, 2017; Figure 3, Abhang et al., 2016), the findings from this growing body of empirical research on brain activation during metaphor production and processing suggest that clients’ engagement with abstract concepts through the Metaphor Magic process activates multiple regions of the brain (Eastman, 2012), including structures in both hemispheres of the cerebral cortex, as well as structures inferior to (lying below) the cortex and deeper aspects of the brain.

There is a wide variety of cognitive processes involved in symbolic modeling and metaphor mapping inherent in Metaphor Magic, including the choice of a question/topic/scenario and the selection, manipulation, and movement of objects that represent the client and different aspects of the question/topic/scenario the client chooses; working with language that mediates sensory and motor experience; vision; memory; emotion; awareness of physical/internal sensations; perceptions; planning, inquiry, creativity, and reflection, and new meaning-making. Therefore, Metaphor Magic could be said to utilize and foster what Alan Seale describes as “whole-mind thinking and whole-being awareness” (Seale, 2016b). We are intentionally engaging a whole range of cognitive functions, and to incorporate mental synthesis: the conscious, purposeful activation and synchronization of different neuronal ensembles (Wikipedia, 2017), and “one of the most interesting components of imagination, since it is responsible for so many of the uniquely human traits, such as mental planning, modeling and engineering. Humans are able to purposefully and deliberately create and inspect a seemingly endless array of novel images in the mind's eye, but the neurological process underlying this essential human skill is not well understood.”
(Vyshedskiy and Dunn, 2015). However, the idea underlying mental synthesis is more than half a century old and is the fundamental principle of neural change.

Siegrid Löwel summarized Donald Hebb’s theory (Hebb, 1949) as: “neurons wire together if they fire together” (Löwel and Singer, 1992). As information is sent along neuronal pathways, those pathways can be reinforced with more “traffic” or “use” or weakened with the opposite (“disuse”). New connections can be created between neurons; new synapses can be formed. This capacity for change in the nervous system is known as neuroplasticity, first described by Polish neuroscientist Jerzy Konorski in 1948 (Simpkins and Simpkins, 2012). Neuroplasticity has been observed from the microscopic or neuronal level, to changes in synaptic activity, to cortical “remapping” (as in response to injury). Novel situations, problems, and challenges facilitate neuroplasticity because we don’t necessarily have pre-existing mental maps or models and, thus, we create them.

Although this has not been tested via empirical research, we hypothesize that the Metaphor Magic process has the capacity to facilitate neuroplasticity, in that it includes factors known to facilitate learning such as attention, engagement, activity, and a supportive environment and relationship (Blake, 2017) in which clients are free to explore, discover/make meaning from and with metaphors, and create new patterns. We are all electricians in that we have the capacity to change or “sculpt” the structure and function of our brains by what we experience and practice, particularly with regard to how we direct our attention. As clients see and experience, reflect on, make sense of, and explain the meanings of their metaphoric landscapes in a Metaphor Magic Box coaching session, either verbally or through journaling, they activate multiple parts of their brains, (Figure 4, Susan Close Learning, 2010). In doing so, clients may be creating new neural pathways as they see and experience their question/topic/scenario and system in new ways. Neuroplasticity is possible for not only our clients, but also for us as coaches as we facilitate the Metaphor Magic process and witness the new meaning-making and connections our clients make.

Figure 4. Regions of the brain engaged in different cognitive tasks

Applications and strengths of symbolic modelling through Metaphor Magic

Metaphor Magic has several strengths that make it an attractive tool for use in facilitating awareness and change and in coaching and coaching supervision. It has a variety of applications in terms of audiences, it can be used in face-to-face or virtual environments with individuals and groups, and it supports good coaching and coaching supervision. Since the development of Metaphor Magic, the tool and process have been used in coaching individual clients, small groups, and teams; and with a variety of audiences, including educators, administrators, coaches, and corporate executives. The applications are as unique as the clients and coaching supervisees themselves. In a number of instances, the results have been life changing. Examples include coaches identifying their unique offerings and determining how they want to build their businesses, to clients clarifying priorities, identifying obstacles, determining how to approach
healing a broken relationship, and making major life changes (e.g., reducing stress, changing careers, etc.).

The symbolic modelling (Tompkins and Lawley, 1997) that helps undergird Metaphor Magic has also been utilized in educational and training environments for both students (e.g., to identify productive and unproductive learning strategies) and teachers (e.g., to better understand students’ attitudes, to have fun, to facilitate learning) (Tompkins and Lawley, 1997). Metaphor Magic has been used recently with school counselors and administrators, as well as in executive coaching. Its application can be expanded as an appreciation of its power becomes recognized.

Symbolic modelling using the Metaphor Magic Box can be facilitated face to face or virtually. In face to face sessions, the facilitator/coach is able to sense shifts in energy and somatic nuances. With today's reliable virtual platforms, we can also achieve a similar level of sensing of shifts, particularly if you can see both the body and facial language of our clients, as well as the movement of the objects on the mat. This can be facilitated by using two computers (or a combination of computer, laptop, tablet or smartphone) simultaneously.

In addition to broad applications and powerful impact, another strength of Metaphor Magic is that it supports many of the core competencies of coaching and supervision as defined by various stakeholders and associations, such as the International Coach Federation (ICF), European Mentoring & Coaching Council (EMCC), Association for Coaching (AC), and others. These competencies include contracting; maintaining coaching presence; powerful questioning, listening, and reflection (providing observations where relevant); maintaining an awareness of the systems in which clients operate; facilitating perspective shifts; evoking greater understanding, awareness, clarity, and possibility; enabling insight and learning; and supporting clients in identifying and developing strategies to help them make their desired changes.

In a coaching session using Metaphor Magic process, the coach holds their clients (or coaches as clients) as whole, creative and resourceful, and create and hold a safe space for their learning and discovery. Clients are supported in building their current realities and/or future realities, through visual metaphoric symbols, and in exploring potential gaps and identifying the actions needed to support change. In coaching supervision, we use the objects in the Metaphor Magic Box to create a picture of what is happening between coaches and their clients. Then we might explore the relationship using models such as the 7-eyed model of Coaching Supervision (Hawkins and Smith, p. 186-207)). As their metaphoric landscape is unpacked, client/supervisees become clearer on the issues confronting them, and they are supported in generating new ways of being with and/or taking action in regard to what is important to them.

Summary

In this article, we introduced Metaphor Magic, its theoretical foundations, and described the tool (the Metaphor Magic Box), the content and context, and the process involved. Metaphor Magic is aligned with current knowledge related to somatics and neuroscience, in that it allows clients to create metaphoric landscapes using small objects, encourages them to access their whole-body intelligence, and fosters new perspectives on their landscapes and systems, likely creating new neural connections in the process. The process is very client-centered, and invites exploration, creativity, and generativity. Metaphor Magic has been used with a variety of audiences, in both face-to-face and online environments, and is an effective tool in coaching and coaching supervision. Clients have reported the impact of the Metaphor Magic process to be life-changing, and we have had similar experiences.

Readers are invited to investigate/research/test the model empirically, and to contribute to the work in a theoretical and/or practical manner. If you would like to know more about Metaphor Magic, or experience this tool or process, you are welcome to contact the authors by email: Lily Seto at lilyseto@telus.net and Tina Geithner at tinageithner@me.com
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